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A new mathematial method to study the

funtion of atomi inversion in the Jaynes-

Cummings model (JCM) is disussed.

If the optial �eld is almost monohromati

and its frequeny is lose to one from the frequen-

ies of atomi transitions, then it's possible not to

take into aount the transitions between other

energy levels and to onsider this atom as a two-

level atom. Jaynes and Cummings [1℄ demon-

strated that the equations of motion in the prob-

lem on the interation of a single two-level atom

with a single mode of the quantized �eld of radia-

tion are analytially solvable ones. After reation

of one-atom maser and mirolaser, and also one-

mode resonator of high quality the JCM obtained

an experimental on�rmation with ertain phe-

nomena theoretially predited in the JCM, suh

as the ollapses and revivals of the osillations of

atomi inversion.

We study [2℄, [3℄, [4℄, [5℄ the funtion of atomi

inversion in the JCM with the eletromagneti

�eld in the oherent state. Applying ertain

number theoreti tools we get new asymptoti

formulas for this funtion. These asymptotis

give the possibility to predetermine the details of

the behavior of the inversion on various time in-

tervals and to establish the harateristis of the

pakets of quantum osillations depending on the

parameters of the system.

Figure 1: Atomi inversion depending on time

and average photon number for "quadrati saled

detuning parameter" a = (∆/(2g))2 = 10.
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Figure 2: Atomi inversion depending on time

and average photon number for a = 40.

Figure 3: Atomi inversion depending on time

and average photon number for a = 17424.
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